Reference case
Removal of plant protection products from
drainage water in a collective horticultural area
The background
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The case
TOM (Tuinbouwontwikkelingsmaatschappij) was the first
developer of horticultural areas in The Netherlands to
see the need for investing in new and advanced water
treatment. At that time no regulation was yet implemented and the political discussion around it was still in development. Despite that they chose to go ahead and ask
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Van Remmen and Bruine De Bruin BV to develop a new
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treatment system for them to comply with new regulati-
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ons even before it was made official.
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The solution

Purpose

Solution

A combination of technologies was chosen to yield opti-

Removal of plant protecti-

Advanox™ Focus series

mal flexibility and to make sure that the system would al-
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ways comply, even if regulations became stricter during
the project, which they did. Eventually a staged system
was built that used Microfiltration to keep sediments out

Results
The system was approved following the strict Dutch regulation. It is the first approved collective system in The
Netherlands for collective horticultural drainage water
treatment. In 2019 the system was upgraded to deliver
higher capacity for the growing modern greenhouse
area it serves.

